Tax-Free Shopping Guide

English

Know about the tax exemption program of Japan
point
1

point
3

All products will be exempt from 8%
consumption tax!

The higher the total purchase amount the
greater the discount. Take advantage of the
system.

point
2

Only for foreign visitors temporarily
staying in Japan!

Only foreign visitors who have temporarily
stayed in Japan for less than 6 months
since entering Japan.

Your passport is required for the
procedure!

You must show your passport at the store
where you purchased the goods for tax-free
procedure.
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Make use of the tax exemption program!
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Look for this sign in town
Stores that are tax-free such as household electronic stores
and drugstores will have this sign.

There are different tax-free store signs for standard tax-free
stores and one-stop tax-free procedure stores.
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Let's go to the tax-free counter
Don't forget to bring necessary items for
tax-free procedure such as the purchased
items and the receipt.

＜Note＞
●Purchased items
●Receipts
(handwritten receipts unaccepted)
●Your passort
(with a valid entry stamp)
* Apart from the abovementioned,
you must bring your credit card if you used it
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Show your passport & sign a document
stating your purchase
The person who made the purchase must be identified
when going through tax-free procedure

Receive the difference of what
you actually paid in cash
The collected consumption tax at the time of purchase
will be refunded at the spot

Place in a specified bag
Purchased items must be kept in the specified bag until leaving the country.
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Go through the procedure at the airport
Submit the Proof of Tax-Free Purchase attached to your passport when leaving the country
Liquids cannot be taken inside airplanes

What does the TAXFREE and DUTYFREE you see at the airport mean?
Tax-free refers to exemption from consumption tax and Duty-free
refers to exemption from customs duties. Please be careful as
these are completely different.

